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I’m interested in a diverse array of set-theoretic subjects, including large cardinals,
forcing and generic ultrapowers. I try to focus on inner model theory though.

Most of the last two years I spend on studying the core model induction. This is a
techique used to compute lower bounds for consistency strength, applicable to a wide
range of statements, say from pcf-theory (see [1]) or forcing axioms (see [2]).

The first step in any core model induction is the closure of the universe under M#
n

for every natural number n, i.e. there exists for every set X a mouse built over X and
containing n woodin-cardinals bigger than the rank of X. To obtain this we utilize the
K-existence dichotomy, which broadly states, that, assuming the closure of the universe
under M#

n for some n, either the universe is closed under M#
n+1 or for some set X the

core model over X exists.
The next step is to show the mouse capturing condition W ∗

α for all ordinals α. W ∗
α

states, that for any set of reals U ∈ Jα(R), such that both U and it’s complement admit
scales in Jα(R), any real x and any natural number n, there exists a mouse containing
x and n woodins that “captures” U . It is an elementary fact, that W ∗

α for all α yields
ADL(R).

After this one can try to construct socalled HOD-mice, which are intrinsically linked
to models of determinancy (see [4]).

At the moment though I’m writing on a paper together with Peter Koepke. The topic
in question originates from my diploma thesis. We are looking for forcings, that function
like Namba-forcing, but on cardinals bigger than ℵ2. Say you have some big cardinal κ
and some regular ν < κ. Does there exist a forcing P, which changes the cofinality of κ+

to ν, without touching cardinals below κ+? We managed to compute the consistency
strength of this statement to be a measurable cardinal > κ, that has Mitchell-order at
least η, where η is such that ω · η = ν, if κ is regular. ( The consistency strength for
singular κ is one woodin cardinal.)

Furthermore I’m interested in any application of the stacking mice method introduced
here: [3]
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